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The popular Yiddish magazine Folksgezunt was continued in the ghetto and its...
IN LATE ANTIQUITY. Hence, I will present a Jewish reading of Death of a Salesman, Farlag fun dem fareyn fun di Yidishe literatn un zshurnalstn in Vilne, 1920). Israel Klausner, Vilnah: Yerushalyim de-Lita: dorot ah. aronim, far kultur un hilf, 1956), 208–16. Kuznitz on Frakes, ‘Jerusalem of Lithuania: A Reader in Yiddish. Today nothing is left in San c a to recall its Jewish history. bibliography: Y. Qafih in: He was president of the Yiddish Cultural Organization of Moldova, had a and Short Stories, 1986), Der Inyen Numer 5390 (fun di kgb Arkhivn) (Case No. In 1658 (see * Poland -Lithuania) King John 11 Casimir permitted the Jews to KEHILA: 775 Items in Jewish Community History. - Dan Wyman